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Abstract—Virtual Reality is seen as the high-end of human- 

computer interactions and it has the potential to target a wide 
range   of applications. To improve the standardization and 
automation   of   disaster  operation  management, a new 

method of emergency management based on the activity 

network technology  is  presented.  Primarily,  the   emergency 

plan  is built upon   alternative  retort  activities  by  using the      

bustle network technology.Even though a near trajectory  may 

be exemplified using strange lines concerning  waypoints   of 

interest,  this  simple model  does not accurately embody typical 

manipulator deeds.  We realized the  model  indoors  a basis  

that  can  be used  for  redirect  food  distribution within 

different virtual and physical environments. It is useful for       

the  evaluation of redirected of parameters under varying 

conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A hologram is the noted prying pattern flanked by a point 

tracked of light of static wavelength and a wave field strewn 

from the item. A hologram is noted in a two-or three-

dimensional middle and comprehends gen about the full three-

dimensional tendency field of the distinguished object. At 

what time the hologram is irradiated by the position stream of 

light, the twisting pattern modifies the sundrenched field of the 

different object. The witness is then positive to realize an 

duplicate that is cloudy from the famous object. This 

accurate system of demo light sprinkled from an item and 

awarding it is termed Holography. The item's symbols caused 

by this system are the  most convincing 3D renderings for  its 

records material in a means quicker to I'm sorry all God's 

persons from one place to another us. Thus, it is an gorgeous 

it consents the observer to see a broad three- dimensional 

dimensions of one image. 

To form a hologram, holography practices the movement 

nature of dark. In a normal print, lenses are charity to effort an 

image on big screen or an an item is documented. It uses 

meddlesome waves of sunlit to capture other, parallel to what 

materializes with rollers of water. The ornamentation designed 

by the prying of white cap contains the material used to kind 

the holograms. 

not be a hands-on reality starved of the es waves of sunlit 

that are coherent. It is unlike frequencies of light wandering in 

all tips, laser light products well-lit that has individual one 

wavelength in addition one gloominess. 

 

In its straightforward form, three fundamentals are 

needed to fashion a hologram: an item or specific, a 

laser trough of light, and a specimen middling. A 

exciting environment is also sanctioned to qualify the 

well-lit grins to intersect. 
 

 

Fig. 1 Hologram 

 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

There are mainly two existing types of gesture 

recognition methods, i.e. vision- based and 

accelerometer and/or gyroscope based. These have 

some limitations like ambient optical noise, slower 

dynamic response, and relatively large data 

collections/processing of vision-based method. It has a 

less accuracy. 

III. RELATED WORKS 

There are numerous ways to make the hologram 

and virtual reality to the future extent are explained by 

the following authors. Author in [1] have proposed 

Drawing Abrasive with impressive quasi- holography 

and fashion hologram reproduction over simple means 

of generating reflective scores on sheets of pliable. 

Most of the testified accounts of rasping holography 

lecture the manufacture of three-dimensional diagrams. 

Author in [2] have proposed a Hologram Selection in 

Realistic Indoor Optical Wireless Systems with Angle 

Diversity Receivers. Similarly, conquer (D&C)  

 

 
Processing of holograms such as gray level image 

binarization can be quite different from conventional 

images. The generation of binary holograms from gray 
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level holograms can be implemented not only with 

conventional dithering or error diffusion methods but also 

sampling methods on the object image proposed recently it has 

been proposed by the author in [3]. 

 
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 which perceives wavelength circulation of a light 

birthplace with a multiplex Fresnel hologram. In directive to 

quantity the wavelength supply of the light font, a 

spectrometer is regularly used, but in this case, it is difficult 

to measure the wavelength distribution while using the light 

source. To separate the block in light source food, cloth etc.  

 

A. Basics of the Holography 

in a dual- or three- dimensional middle of 

the burden pattern fashioned when a point cause of sunny( 

the situation ray) of permanent wavelength chance 

meeting light of the equal fixed wavelength marginal from 

an thing( the object ray). Usual light is completed up 

of plentiful different wavelengths, not a soul of which preserves 
a fixed time relationship with separately other or thru themselves 

over a period of spell. It has poor progressive 

consonance. similar incoherent light isn't able of snooping with 

itself, which is the record vital for the operation of 

holography. So, spotlights are castoff to food sunlit shafts which 

are clear done 1010 wavelengths and further. 

• hindrance It's a miracle in which two swells  

to form a attendant surge of lesser or lower breadth. hindrance ge

nerally refers to the swells that are coherent with each other. 

 

 
 

 
 

B. Transmitter side 

In the transmission side, the hologram is used to shows the 

virtual view to the peoples. It's  of the examiner and the CPU 

which is connected to the wireless detector network with the 

virtual reality detector. the fleck net rendering we can produce a 

hologram on the transmission side.

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Transmission side 

diagram 

 

C. Receiver side 

In the receiver side, the micro controller controls all 

the relay unit thru the benefit of the embedded c coding. 

After, receiving the ZigBee message the microcontroller 

starts the process and deliver all the needs to the people. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Receiver side 
diagram 

V. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED HARDWARE SYSTEM 

A. Arduino UNO 

Arduino is a instrument for construction mainframes 

that can wisdom and controller more of the carnal world 

than your desktop computer. It's an open-source animal 

computing dais based on a unassuming microcontroller 

board, and a advance environment for lettering software 

for the food. 

Fig. 5 Arduino UNO 
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VI. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

A. Arduino IDE 

The Arduino cohesive advance environment (IDE) is a 

cross-platform bid that is in print in the user interface design 

language Java. It is used to engrave and upload lineups to 

Arduino board. The font cryptogram meant  IDE is 

unrestricted under the GNU All-purpose Public Card, variety 

2. capitals the lingoes C and C++ consuming special 

procedures of code shaping. 

 
 

VII. WORKING OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM Fig. 10 (a) WP denotes free-space wave propagation. 

A. The Iterative Encoding Process Is Described As 

Follows: 

i. Symbol i (1,2,3,……,K) is used to denote the series 

of squared blocks, and each block contains 16 16 × 

neighboring pixels of the input image. Each block is 

placed at a random axial position. In the initial stage, 

a random phase-only pattern (in a range of [0, 2pi]) is 

used as a guess, i.e., denoted as (,)( , ). In M μ 
ν Symbol n denotes the iteration number, and (,) μ 

denotes coordinate for the phase-only pattern plane. 

ii. Wave propagation is conducted between the phase 

pattern plane and the image plane., () id denotes the 

axial distance, and (,) O ξ η denotes complex-valued 

wave front in the image plane. The symbol (,) ξ η 

denotes coordinate for the input image plane. 

iii.  A   constraint   is  applied    in    the  image    plane 

for updating  the  complex-valued  wave front   (,) O 

ξ η using a specific block (i.e., within the block 
i) to generate an updated complex valued wave 

front'( , ). O ξ η 
iv. (iv) Subsequently, back propagation process is conducted 
by: (,) () ( , ) WP '( , ) in id OO μ ν ξ η −= 

ªº ¬¼ (2) where (,)(,) inO μ ν denotes the wave front in 

phase-only pattern plane. Hence, an updated phase- 

only pattern can be generated by using a constraint 

[33]–[35]. where | | denotes a modulus operation, and 

(,) ˆ (,) In M μ ν denotes the updated phase-only 

pattern. 

v. The updated phase-only pattern is further used, and the 

steps (ii)–(iv) are repeatedly applied. After all blocks 

(i.e., i=K) are processed, a present threshold is used 

to judge whether the iterative process can be stopped. 

If the threshold cannot be satisfied, the updated 

phase-only pattern is further used for the next 

iteration, i.e., n=n+1. When a new iteration starts, the 

block symbol i should be reset as 1. If the threshold 

can be satisfied, the finally generated phase-only 

pattern is denoted as ( , ).M μ ν 

vi. Finally, an average value of [ ( , )] angle M μ ν (where 

angle denotes phase extraction) can be calculated and 

used as a threshold for the binarization, hence a 

binary phase distribution can be correspondingly 

generated as ciphertext, i.e., ( , ). BM μ ν 

In practice, a coefficient or factor can be multiplied by the 

calculated average value to be employed as a 

threshold for the binarization operation. 

For the decoding, binary phase-only pattern and setup 

parameters are applied. 

 
 

 

Fig. 10. (b) (b) computationally conducted to verify the validity. 

VIII. RESULT 

The final result of our project is given below. 

 

 
CONCLUSION 

We employed the model within a framework that can 

be hand-me-down for redirect food distribution within 

different virtual and physical environments. It is useful 

for the evaluation of redirected of parameters under 

varying conditions. we via virtual genuineness due to 

light waves complete the wall to parade complete the 

Buttons like FOOD, CLOTH, MEDICINE Etc. In 

imminent to be demonstration long distance complete the 

laser stream of light light. 
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